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Coater’s Corner

Chris McKinnon Aegis Industrial Finishing
Early communication between
architects and coaters leads
to improved finishes
To the architect reading this article: I am
only asking for 10 minutes of your time. As a
custom powder coater, I rarely have
the privilege of speaking with you
directly once a job has hit my desk.
Even more elusive is the opportunity to speak with you about the
coating system that is best suited for
your project before fabrication
begins. I am confident that we both
want the same thing — a happy customer with a product that will meet
or exceed their expectations and
look good for years to come.

The basics in eight points
There are many good resources that
dive extensively into the fundamentals of powder coating. The basic
things that an architect should understand about powder coating are:
1. Powder coating is a process
involving a dry powder that is
electrostatically applied and
then baked on to a properly
prepared substrate.
2. The target substrate must be
able to withstand at least
350°F.
3. It is an environmentally friendly
coating system.
4. The powder coating must be
applied in a controlled envi
ronment.
5. Powder coatings can be readily
touched up with a liquid color
match on site.
6. The many uses of powder coat
ings range from aesthetic (such
as cladding for a building) to
purely functional (such as pipe
linings for potable water).

7. There is generally a quick turn
around time from the coating
application to installation on
site.
8. There are a range of coating
chemistries available, includ
ing polyester, epoxy, FBE, ure
thane, acrylic, and PVC.

Picking a color for your project
I am sure that every powder coater –
from the small shop to the OEM –
has had a customer, salesperson,
marketing director, and/or wife walk
into their shop with a color swatch
from the local interior decorating
store and say they need that specific
color for their job.
This is seldom achievable.
Many powder suppliers can offer a
palette of colors based on the RAL
color system. Developed in Germany
in 1925, this is the go-to color system
for powder coating. If the preferred
color is not found in the RAL fan
deck, then you can move on to one of
the many extensive color charts
available from powder suppliers.
When all else fails, some powder
suppliers are excellent at matching
color samples; just be prepared to
pass on a high cost to your customer.
This is a conversation worth having
before presenting them with a color
swatch and a bill upwards of $2,000
for one box of powder. In addition,
some suppliers have a minimum
order quantity that you must commit to purchasing if you choose a
custom color.

“powder coat it black.” Not all powder
coatings are the same; there are varying degrees of quality, color, and performance to consider. Since there
have been many excellent articles on
these aspects of powder attributes, I
will be brief. By simply requesting a
color, much is left to chance. This usually results in low cost and poor performance. The chemistry of a powder
will determine how it will perform in
a given environment. Take, for
instance, a black epoxy coating versus a black polyester coating on an
exterior product. Aside from gloss,
shade, tone, and texture, an epoxy
coating and a polyester coating will
yield significance differences in performance. After one year, take a look
at them. If they look like the picture
of an aluminum railing shown in
Photo 1, then it is more than likely
that an epoxy or polyester-epoxy
hybrid powder coating was used. The
result was the breakdown of the resin
due to UV exposure, resulting in a
chalky white powder on the surface.
Apart from the top coat, if your project is going to be installed in a
harsh outdoor environment, you
should also consider using a primer
coat for added corrosion protection.
This will generally be an epoxybased primer. In my experience,

photo 1

Specify your coating
As long as I am involved in powder
coating, I accept the fact that I will
never cease to hear the request to

This aluminum railing’s surface
illustrates a breakdown of resin from
UV exposure.
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based on tests conducted with suppliers, I have yet to encounter a zincrich epoxy primer that has outperformed straight epoxy primer by any
considerable margin. There are also
specialty primers that are polyesterepoxy hybrids. Ultimately, unless
you have very specific environmental factors (think chemical processing plant, mining, oil/gas), an epoxy
primer should suffice.

Quality starts beneath the
finish
While specifying which powder you
want is important, you also need to
specify what surface preparation is
required for your project. To summarize a past article I wrote on surface
preparation, when the same top coat
was used on a sample steel plate,
there was an 800 percent improvement in salt spray resistance when
the test plate was properly prepared. See Photos 2 and 3.
There are also excellent chemical
pretreatment solutions that are well
suited to cold rolled steel and aluminum. However, I would strongly
recommend abrasive blasting or
pickling on hot rolled steel.
Unfortunately, the impact of poor
surface preparation is often not
apparent until after the project has
been paid for and installed. This
results in significant remediation
cost, loss of time, and loss of reputation.

Powder application is more
than “just spraying it on”
Just as there are differences to be found in
powder coating composition and surface
preparation, there are
also differences to be found in the
processes of who is doing the application. I have fielded the request to
“just throw some powder on it” from
many a customer unfamiliar with
the finer points of powder coating.
After a brief conversation about why
this is never a good idea (see Photo
4), I hope I am able to leave them
with an appreciation for what actually has to happen to ensure the

quality of the coating on their product: material handling, surface
preparation, powder selection, correct cure, design considerations, and
best packaging methods suited to
their transportation needs.
The Powder Coating Institute has a
fantastic program called PCI 3000
Certification, which audits and certifies custom coaters. It not only
evaluates their ability to apply powder, but also reviews business practices, process elements, equipment,
capabilities, employee competencies,
and quality control capabilities. For
information on this program, visit
www.powdercoating.org/39/certifica
tion. If you are fortunate enough to
have one of these coaters in your
area, it would be worth having a
conversation with them to see if
their processes suit your application
needs.
Another resource for identifying reputable coaters is to find the powder
coating sales rep for one of the many
manufacturers in your area and ask
them for help. They should be able
to give you a few different names
that you can then evaluate further.

Guiding questions
Since not all powders are built the
same and not all applicators have
the same capabilities, the following
questions should be considered:
• How long do you want the coating
to last?
• What does it have to withstand?
• How close is it to the ocean?
• Is it going to be exposed to harsh
chemicals?
• What maintenance program do
you have laid out for the end user?
• Will it be indoors or outdoors?
• Are color and gloss retention
important?
• Have you clearly defined the sur
face preparation?
• Have you specified which primer
and top coats are acceptable?

• Powder Coating magazine: Visit
this magazine’s website at
www.pcoating.com and search the
Online Buyer’s Guide for suppliers
located throughout North Amer
ica. You can also search the Article Index for past articles covering
various aspects of powder coating
in the architectural industry.
• Powder Coating Institute (PCI):
PCI’s website, www.powdercoat
ing.org, has a database of members covering the US and Canada
that are ready and willing to coat
for you.
• Suppliers: A quick online search
for powder coating manufacturers
will yield a good starting point.
From there, their customer sup
port should be able to connect you
to a sales rep in your area.

photo 2

With only a solvent wipe and a single
coat, this sample plate had
catastrophic failure at 500 hours.

photo 3

This blasted, primed, and top coated
sample plate was still a pass after
4,000 hours.

photo 4

Where to get more help
If you are looking for more information
about how powder coating can be used
for your next project, the following are
some places that you should look:

An example of what happens when
the required steps of powder coating
are not properly followed.
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• Custom coaters: Custom coaters
cover a wide range of projects, and
likely they have dealt with some
thing similar to the project that
you may be working on already.
• Standards associations and societies: ASTM, NACE, SSPC, Qualicoat, ISO, and AAMA are just a
few of the internationally recognized bodies that produce documents outlining test methods,
coating standards, and performance guidelines that address
coating systems. It is important to
stay current and familiar with the
standards produced by these associations since constant revisions
and improvements are being made.

an MA in Business Leadership, holds
his NACE CIP Level 3 (#31504), and is
a member of PCI’s Custom Coater Steering Committee. His company is focused
on providing powder coating and abrasive blasting to the local market and
specializes in process-driven quality for
pieces up to 38 feet by 9.5 feet by 10 feet
and 7,000 pounds. If you would like to
contact Chris, he can be reached at
chris@aegisfinishing.com.

This column discusses
problems encountered by
powder coaters during the
daily operation of their
powder coating lines.
These are in-the-field
experiences from coaters.
Its intent is to provide practical information to line personnel who coat all day to
help them improve in their work. If you
would like to contribute to this column,
contact Alicia Tyznik, editor, at 651/2875620 or atyznik@cscpub.com.

Wrap it up
The clearer the information that you
provide with your project, the better
the project will turn out and the
happier the customer will be. This
requires a clearly defined specification that includes the powder you
would like used, the surface preparation you want undertaken, and
the performance expectations you
have for your project. The more
familiar you are with what a coating
can and cannot do as well as the
applicable standards to measure
and validate this performance, the
better your project will look and the
longer it will last.
Working together, I am confident
that with a bit of forethought we can
all live in a world free of flaking and
fading finishes. PC

Dan Davitz
President
Magic Rack®/
Production Plus Corp.
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Custom-designed racking solutions engineered to maximize your finishing line.
Editor’s note
For further reading, see Powder Coating magazine’s website at www.pcoat
ing.com. Click on Article Index and
search by subject category. To submit a
question, click on Problem Solving,
then scroll to Coater’s Corner.
Chris McKinnon owns Aegis Industrial
Finishing Ltd. with his father in Surrey, BC. As a third generation metal finisher (his grandfather started a plating
company in 1948, and his father has
worked in powder coating for more than
20 years), he is actively developing new
markets for powder coating and providing those who will listen a greater
appreciation for powder coating. He has
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That’s the Magic Rack® difference. Our personal approach to providing unique
solutions that make optimum use of rack space is what has made us the industrryy
leader in custom finishing solutions for over 30 years.
Whether we visit your facility, or you send us your part for analysis, our goal is to
provide the best racking solution to improve your production efficiencies and
reduce operating costs.
Contact us today to discuss how our exclusive Magic Rack
k®
9-Step Analysis process and unique patented racking
technology can solve your most challenging finishing needs.
R
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PRODUCTION PLUS CORP.

Toll-free (U.S.): 866.492.8811
Phone: 614.492.8811
E-mail: sales@MagicRack.com
www.MagicRack.com
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